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without any students. One of those professors was Georg Calixtus, the
chief glory of Helmstedt and a religious thinker far in advance of his
intolerant times. A. W. W.

M. Joseph Guyot's book on Le Pocte J. F. Begnard en son Chastcau
dc Grillon; etude topographiqiie, litteraire et morale (Paris : -Picard, 1907),
handsomely printed, with attractive illustrations, on excellent paper, has
evidently been a labour of love to the author, who combines literary skill
with the enthusiasm and minute knowledge of a local antiquary.
Eegnard, after Moliere—a long way after—-the best comic poet of the age
of Louis XIV, who had travelled all over Europe from Sicily to Lapland,
and had spent two years in captivity at Algiers, tired of a life of pleasure
in Paris, settled for the last nine years of his life on the little manor of
Grillon, near Dourdan, in the Hurepoix. His house, his manner of life,
his country neighbours and visitors, even the more notable citizens of
Dourdan whom he may have known, are described by M. Guyot with a
detail which must be the result of careful research, but which is far from
tedious to a reader who would realise country society in the France of
Louis XIV. It is often assumed that before Eousseau and Anglomania
made country life fashionable it had not existed in France, except among
the rudest and poorest of the gentry. M. Guyot shows us that this was
not the case in the neighbourhood of Dourdan. But we must not forget
that the Hurepoix was a pleasant district within easy reach of Paris. An
accurate priced inventory of all the contents of the Chateau de Grillon,
taken after the owner's death, is not the least interesting part of this
volume. P. F. W.

No great man ever left behind him a more abundant mass of corre-
spondence than did Washington. The Washington Papers are now in the
Library of Congress, and a series of calendars will be issued, generally
descriptive of the contents of the collections. The first instalment is a
Calendar of the Correspondence of George Washington with the Conti-
nental Congress (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1906.)

H. E. E.

Canon Jules Gendry, a simple-minded ultramontane priest without
literary skill or historical insight, has worked his way through a vast pile
of documents to produce two thick volumes, which few probably will
have the patience to read, on Pie VI; sa Vie, son Pontificat, d'apres
les Archives Vaticanes et de nombreux Documents inedits (Paris : Picard,
1906). The most unimportant events, such as the funeral of the cardinal
de Bernis or the visit of some foreign prince to the Vatican, are chronicled
with the same or even greater detail as the most important. There is
absolutely no sense of proportion. Yet the book is not altogether
uninstructive. The author has had access to documents which have
not hitherto been used by historians. His account, for instance, of the
negotiations between the Vatican and Catharine II is well worth reading.
Although he honestly believes the pope to be infallible in all his dealings,
he is evidently pained that the holy father should address a schismatical
princess with such profound deference ; nor can he quite overcome his
chagrin at the empress's ultimate success in obtaining the position she
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